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MODULE 1  AUTOBIOGRAPHY. THINGS TO REMEMBER

WHAT IS A SELF PORTRAIT?

A self portrait is a piece of artwork which shows something about yourself. It could 

include an image of you or things which are related to you such as belongings, 

objects etc. This could take the form of anything such as painting, sculpture, 

photograph, collage

FACIAL PROPORTION TIPS

1) Your eyes are one eye-width apart.

2) The bottom of you nose is half way between your eyes and chin

3) The top of your ears are level with your eyes.

4) Your eyes are half way between the top and bottom of your head.

5) Your mouth is half way between the bottom of your nose and your chin.

6) The width of your lips is roughly the distance from pupil to pupil.

JULIAN OPIE FACTS

Julian Opie is a British artist who rose in the art scene in the 1980s. Today he is 

one of the leading contemporary artists in the world. Opie is famous for his 

simplified artwork including portraits of himself and others. He often includes 

technology in his artwork.

MIXING SKIN TONES

Start by mixing an part of red, yellow and white paint together. Then, if you want to 

make light skin tones, add in more white to lighten the colour. If you want to 

create mid-range skin tones, try adding equal parts burnt umber and raw sienna to 

darken it.

MODULE 2  COLOUR THEORY. THINGS TO REMEMBER

A colour wheel is a diagram which shows the relationships between primary 

colours, secondary colours, tertiary colours etc.

Primary colours are blue, red, and yellow.

Secondary colours are orange, green, and purple. These are composed of the 

primary colours on either side of it on the colour wheel. For example: Orange = 

red+yellow, Green = blue+yellow, Purple = blue+red.

The tertiary colours are made by mixing equal parts of one primary colour and 

one secondary colour. There are six tertiary colours: yellow-orange, red-

orange, red-violet, blue-violet, blue-green, and yellow-green

Complementary colours are opposite to each other on the colour wheel. They 

create a strong contrast and make each other stand out.

A harmonious colour is one that sits next to another on the colour wheel or very 

close to. It's very easy to create a balanced colour scheme that is pleasing to 

the eye using harmonious colours. 

A tint is a mixture of a colour with white, which reduces darkness, while 

a shade is a mixture with black, which increases darkness.

MODULE 3  UNDER THE SEA. THINGS TO REMEMBER

What is composition?

In Art, composition is the placement or arrangement of the things such as 

figures, trees, and so on in a work of art. Basically where you are choosing to 

place them.

What is Rule of Thirds?

The rule of thirds is one of the main “rules” of composition art and 

photographic composition. In rule of thirds, your drawing is divided into thirds 

with two imaginary lines vertically and two lines horizontally making three 

columns, three rows. You can then place your subject on one of those lines.

What should I consider when creating a composition?

Apply the Rule of Thirds. 

Centre Your Subject. 

Look for Triangles. 

Consider Framing. 

Look for Symmetry

Keep the Background Simple

TOP TIPS FOR DRAWING

Make sure your pencil is sharp at all times.

Use light pencil lines so you can rub out and redraw.

Make sure pencil is sharp at all times when drawing.

Don’t settle for something you are not happy with. Continue to rub out and redraw until 

your get it right.

TOP TIPS FOR COLOURING WITH PENCIL
Make sure your pencils are sharp when colouring/shading.

Add some light and dark shading to make your colouring 3D.

Press hard for darker shades and press lighter for lighter shades.

Overlay colours to create your own tints and shades if a colour.

TOP TIPS FOR PAINTING

Use the tip of your brush.

Use a little bit of paint at a time and add the paint evenly.

Stay within the lines of your shape. To help you do this turn your paper and 

paint from the inside of your shape against the line.

TOP TIPS FOR MIXING PAINT
Add Dark to Light.

Use a palette to mix your colours.

Make sure you have mixed enough paint to cover the area you wish to paint.

TOP TIPS FOR WATERCOLOUR PAINTING

Make sure you paper is dry when adding watercolour.

If you are layering colours make sure the layer before has dried or you colours 

will ‘bleed’.

Add a layer of wax to stop your watercolours going into a particular area.

Try wetting the paper to help you blend colours

Make sure your don’t have too much water on your brush.

TOP TIPS ADDING BUBBLE WRITING

Carefully plan out the size of your letters.

Use light pencil line to sketch out your letters using single lines at first. 

Draw around your letters to make them look ‘thicker’ – rub out the lines inside.

Add a bold outline to your letters. 




